Introduction
The present research is conducted within the Sixth Framework Program of the European Union in the project named SAFE-AIRPORT, which involves the development of an innovative acoustic system based on two Passive Phased Array Microphone antennas capable to detecting and tracking airplanes up to a considerable distance in air and on ground. The system is integrable with airports air traffic management procedures and it is a possible effective air control system for ATZ (Aerodrome Traffic Zone); in particular, it is proposed to be autonomous for smaller airports and integrated with standard control systems for larger airports. The system consists of two acoustic arrays (see figure 1), to be used in open environments, and a control unit linked to each sensor through fibre optics connection, with a control console, managed by an operator, to be installed inside the airport structure. The main advantages of SAFE-AIRPORT system, in comparison with conventional radar systems, will be the lower cost, and it will be electromagnetic and pollution free.
Moreover, it is an approach to a redundant design philosophy.
The sensors consist of a plane 2-D phased array of microphones, a dome and control computer that will allow the sensors to perform the planning and the execution of detection and tracking activities in a prefixed search volume, in complete autonomy.
The standard configuration is: the microphones lie on a rotating antenna array plane having a constant slope of 30° respect to the floor. The antenna plane contains a 2-D microphone array.
The listening beam is electronically steered towards the selected search angular quantum (Search Task) or towards the tracking direction. This is obtained using an array of phase shifters put in one to one correspondeance with the microphones. The computer controls the phase shifters array to obtain the beam focusing and the beam steering, in order to guarantee the shape and direction of the listening beam.
The Control and Command Unit consists of a computer with two monitors, which is linked to the sensors through an optical fibre Ethernet connection.
The technique adopted for tracking the aircrafts with two sensors of 512 microphones is the beam-forming that allows to recognize a weak acoustic target by steering the total beam of the microphones' array in the target direction.
Beam-forming
An antenna able to perform electronic scanning, called Phased Array, is well known and is made of many elements assumed to have identical features and lying on a plane. They are fed with a signal that is amplitude-and-phase-controlled. Be called r i the position of each microphone in a tridimensional coordinate system and u the unit-vector corresponding to the direction of the arriving acoustic plane wave, then the radiation diagram of the phased array is given by the product of the radiation diagram of the single microphone and the array factor: where j is the imaginary unit, k=2πf/c is the wave number and c is the speed of sound in the medium. In the present project, the microphones are located on a plane and when their output is added in phase, this generates a peaking of the beam pattern and shifting by a fixed phase-angle the output of the microphones before adding them is equivalent to steer the beam pattern in another direction. Moreover, the optimisation of the antenna depends on the temporal frequency of the signal to be received, which defines the minimum distance between the single microphones and the total size of the array. The above discussion is valid for ideal microphones (having all fixed and identical characteristics). However, real microphones cannot be thought as completely identical and some deviation in the amplitude and phase from the expected ones must be taken into account. Figure 4 , shows that if each microphone is affected by a considerable random amplitude noise (20%) due to different sensitivity of single microphones together with a random phase noise, due to different resonant frequency, uniformly distributed between ±15°, the beam of the whole array is slightly changed but practically unaffected. This is a consequence of the large number of microphones of the antenna array that largely compensate irregularities of the single microphones (random distributed).
3.
Range evaluation resulting from antenna design and target properties
Working frequency of the antenna array
The antenna array detects the target by sensing the incoming acoustic waves in a fixed small frequency range. The array must be optimised for the detection frequency. Therefore, this frequency must be carefully selected and must match the acoustic spectral properties of the aircraft to be detected. Here is assumed to work with a single travelling frequency and not to apply convolution techniques for the present.
However, the spectral properties of the aircraft noise change considerably with the time and the position of the aircraft. Figure 5 represents only an example taken a few seconds after take-off for a MD80 aeroplane. However, it can be drawn, as general conclusion, that the energy is higher for low frequencies.
In this paper, two specific temporal working frequencies will be considered. The two frequencies that will be taken into account are 2500 Hz and 1000 Hz. As known, an higher frequency makes possible to design an array of smaller linear width at a fixed beam width; for instance, taking the simpler case of one-dimensional arrays, the beam width is:
; where c is the speed of sound in the medium, f is the frequency of the acoustic wave and L is the total linear length of the array. For this reason 2500Hz should be preferred.
However, as it will be shown later, the range of the system is considerably higher at 1000Hz.
Range evaluation
The larger is the antenna, at a fixed inter-microphone distance (λ/2), the better is its angular discrimination capability. In order to determine the size of the antenna, the required directivity of the phased array must be decided. In the following calculation, it will be assumed an antenna directivity of about 32 dB corresponding to a solid angle of 0.008sr (about 5° in elevation and azimuth) [3] . Figure 6 shows that, to achieve such directivity with a phased array of omnidirectional microphones, about 500 sensors are required and a circular antenna with a diameter of about 2 meters at 2500Hz.
In the following, the range of the system will be calculated assuming a source acoustic power level of 140 dB in all directions and in the frequency range up to 3 KHz (reasonable value for a jet aircraft) and a background noise level of 55 dB (linear scale). Considering that we would try to discriminate the target at the working frequency of 2500 Hz, we will filter the noise around this value (for example, filtering to 1/3 octave); after filtering, the noise power density level is about 39dB. To achieve a signal to noise ratio of 10 dB, the aircraft power density level at the antenna must be, after attenuation, at least 49 dB. A simple equation Moreover we must consider the spherical divergence loss typical of waves generated by punctual acoustic sources; as known, this loss depends on the square power of the range.
After taking into account all these losses and the required minimum signal to noise ratio, it turns out that the maximum range is about 3Km at 2500Hz. However, when the beam is not pointing at the horizon, the noise is sensed by the antenna only through the side lobes (of about 20 dB lower level than the main beam). Consequently, the maximum range increases by 70%, also up to about 5Km.
In order to improve the range, a lower working frequency can be chosen to reduce the attenuation losses due to the medium. For example, given a frequency of 1000 Hz, the air attenuation is about the half at the same distance. However, unless we don't increase the size of the array, the directivity of the antenna diminishes because the main beam becomes wider.
Taking into account both effects (reduced attenuation of the medium and reduced directivity of the antenna array) and leaving unchanged the antenna diameter, a maximum range of about 5Km at 1000Hz can be reached when the beam is pointing at the horizon and a maximum range of about 8Km can be reached when the airport background noise is sensed by the antenna only through the side-lobes (for example, when the aircraft is almost vertical above the antenna).
However, a disadvantage of working at a lower frequency is that, as previously said, given a fixed size of the array, the main beam is wider and, consequently, the position uncertainty in the detection of the aircraft is larger.
Effect of the Wind and air temperature gradients
The antenna array, is able to recognize the direction of the acoustic wave coming from the aircraft. Two antennas, opportunely located, are able to triangulate their information and compute, in this way, also position and distance of the target. However there is an element that we have not yet considered until now, that is: the effect of the wind and temperature gradients. Wind gradients modify the propagation direction of the wave. In first approximation the horizontal gradients of the wind will be neglected because it will be assumed that this component of the gradient is of moderate intensity. However, the vertical gradient of the wind cannot be neglected because, as known from the physics of atmosphere, this gradient can be strong in the first hundreds meters of height. According to the meteorology sciences, the value of the wind velocity can be roughly computed as k (v 0 ) h [5] , where k is a constant, v 0 is the velocity of the wind measured near the ground, and h is the height. Subject to a correct estimation of the involved constants, the vertical gradient of the wind can be easily deduced by this equation and, given the wind speed, the modification of the acoustic wave trajectory follows from the integration of this equation: 
New Developments and Open Issues
In the present design, the antenna arrays are mounted on rotating joints. This is similar to the electromagnetic approach (airport radars). However, in the acoustic version, this approach has two main drawbacks: even using a rotating motor very moderately noisy there is the cinematic noise induced on the microphones (moving in air with a "local wind" effect and related added noise) by the rotation of the sensor and Doppler effect due to the motion of the sensor and affecting the received spectrum of the signal to be detected.
The impact of both effects on the performance must be evaluated and the task is complicated by the circumstance that both the noise due to the local wind created by the rotation and the Doppler effect depend on the position of the individual microphones on the plane of the array. In first approximation, the cinematic noise generated on the microphones can be considered uncorrelated and, for this reason, one could deduce that, being the useful signal on all microphones correlated, by increasing the number of microphones of the sensor, the impact of this noise on the final performance can be minimised. In fact, be k the useful correlated rms amplitude signal of each microphone and α i the cinematic noise contribution of the i-esim microphone; the signal-to-noise with n microphones is:
and improves increasing the number of microphones n.
However the cinematic noise contribution α of each microphone depends on its distance from the center of the rotating array. Therefore, the increase in the number of microphone cannot be pursued enlarging the array (the microphones in the periphery of the array would be more affected by wind due to rotation) but increasing the density of microphones, especially in areas of the array plane near the center where the rotational velocity of the microphones is low and so low the induced cinematic noise.
The Doppler shift is not the same on every individual microphone and is periodically changing with the rotation of the antenna. Therefore, the noise components that add after the multiplexer correspond, for each microphone, to a slight different frequency from the desired one. The maximum amount of the shift for typical rotational velocities of the antenna (1s to 4s for rotation) is moderate but a deterioration of the performance of the system cannot be excluded and tests on the field must be performed.
However both drawbacks could be eliminated by an innovative design of each sensor. Instead of having a single rotating plane array, three arrays pyramidally disposed could be foreseen, each spanning 120° without the need to rotate. In this way, the number of microphones equipping the antenna is multiplied but the rotating motor is eliminated and both cinematic noise and Doppler effect due to the rotation disappear.
Furthermore, another solution could be envisaged to reduce the number of microphones on each array without impairing the directivity and performance of the antenna. For instance, in one design, the disposition of the microphones could be cross-shaped. In this way, the number of microphones with respect to a rectangular or circular array of comparable diameter would be drastically reduced.
However, all possible implications of this technical choice must be accurately examined. 
